Proxy Nixes Arts Change

Immediate lifting of the ban on admission of women to the Arts College was opposed last week by Pres. Harry R. Wright. Speaking to the first meeting of a series of Presidential Forums—composed of representatives of education classes—the president said that "practical considerations, rather than personal feelings, would have to be determined" and that when the bars could be lowered.

The "practical considerations" he listed were:
- The shortage of space available now, even before changes are made.
- The question of whether the college would allow such a policy change.
- Approval of the Board of Higher Education and the other city schools, especially Hunter College.
- Pres. Wright, speaking for the administration, called the Feinberg Law "unfortunate," but did not take any action for its repeal.
- He told the thirty students attending the forum that "motions and reappointment policies—brought into the spotlight by the unsubstantiated dismissal of Dr. Leon Lesh (Math) and Prof. Morris Swadesh (Sociology) last semester—must be governed by BHE by-laws. Rest to tell us why it dropped. Faculty members reason for their decision is quite legal."

No BHE Brief On Knick Case

The Board of Higher Education and the Knickerbocker case have been rejected by the Board of Higher Education. The board, on the other hand, has been accused of discrimination.

College students gave 115 pints of blood to the Red Cross Community Blood Bank when it was here last Thursday and Friday, it was reported by Al Geduld, SC vice president and chairman of the drive. Although this amount was less than half of what was expected, Geduld said that the Red Cross and the College Committee were "satisfied" with the result of the blood collection. The blood collected is now being used for the benefit of College students.

Bloodmobile Visits College; 115 Pints Drawn From Students, Faculty, Staff

By Sim Kastis

College students gave 115 pints of blood to the Red Cross Community Blood Bank as an "excellent example of the good that can be accomplished within community of the result of mutual cooperation between students, faculty and members of the administration."

NSA, SC Plan Int'l 'Day'

International Students' Day will be celebrated by the College on November 10 with a Great Hall meeting under the national Student Association delegation and the SC Model UN Committee.

Dr. Harold Taylor, president of the National Student Association, has invited members of the Chinese delegation to the meeting, to attend in addition to students from several European countries and College student union.

"International Students' Day," Beverly Rubin, vice chairman of the College's NSA, told Observations Post, "symbolizes world-wide student unity for peace and democracy and freedom in education. It is, she said, celebrated by meetings and demonstrations all over the world, and has been a special place in the hearts of students in every democratic country."

The commemoration of International Students' Day originated in 1920, when Jan Opletal, a Czech student, was killed by the Nazis for participating in an anti-fascist student demonstration in Prague. It has since been remembered as a symbol of unity through and after the war period for the elimination of fascism and the restoration of democratic education.

Here in the United States, the National Student Association and other groups have sponsored memorial meetings and rallies.

President Nixes Art Change

By Nat Halabak

Student Council, in vigorous and heated three-hour session Friday night, passed the charter of the controversial Student Chapter of the JO Federation of Architects, Engineers, Chemists and Technicians. The vote, determined by a roll-call, was 15-12.

In earlier actions, SC decided to bring to the student body the question of admitting women to the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. The proposal was offered in a referendum at the time of regular College elections, but although it's expected that there will be an overwhelming approval, there was no indication of the effect such a vote will have on Pres. Wright and the Administration.

The chartering of the FAECT has plagued SC and its executive committee for the past few weeks. As the first student chapter of an outside body union seeking recognition in the College, it has been met with much resistance and criticism by the administration.

In addition, the union, executive committee members debated, would be duplicating the program of the many Technology School organizations, fraternities and honorary societies.

This was denied by FAECT representatives, who said that the Student Council would come to the student body with a complete campus program, including plans for regular meetings, seminars, classes and lectures, and job-information services.

The ties to national FAECT will, it was said, give additional benefits to College students, rather than hindering them, because contact with actual working men and women in technical fields will add to more than similar contact with organizations' members who are associated with management.

Council adjourned at 11:30, a little earlier than usual, because a quorum disappeared immediately after the FAECT vote.

Senior Prom

The Senior Prom, to be held in the Essex House, Jan. 31, will feature some unusual entertainment, which will include news about the Prom, a dance and a hypnotist. The "Senior" will be served upon the door.

"The Memory," who will emerge from the crowd, will be "remembered" at the Prom, and "The Voice of the Senior" will be heard.

A student giving a year of blood during last year's Blood Bank campaign, chosen with him is an American Red Cross awardee.

By Sim Kastis

A "Beast Brooklyn" Football Team sponsored by the College Club of O.P., will be held Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Student Dining Room, Student Center. The program will be open to all rushing the ship will be under the charge of the players.
A BOLISH censorship!

Dangers of libel are inherent in the present set-up requiring all organizations to submit leaflets to the department of Student Life for approval before distribution.

Primary among these dangers is prejudiced action, conscious or otherwise, on the part of individuals who pass on leaflets.

We do not charge the Department of Student Life with malicious prejudice.

We do contend that a degree of prejudice is unavoidable whenever one individual or group of individuals passes on the opinions of others.

Observation Post urges that the present regulations governing leaflets be removed.

We offer the following plan as an alternative:

Organizations wishing to put out leaflets would do so without prior restriction.

In the event that an individual or group feels that it has been denied in some leaflet it could bring its complaint to the newly-created Student Council Judiciary Committee which would determine the validity of the claim.

If a libelous statement had been made, the Judiciary Committee would be empowered to force the organization guilty of the libel to publish and distribute leaflets retracting and apologizing for the libelous statement.

Observation Post faith in the maturity of College students and student organizations tells us that the plan would work.

Libelous statements would be curbed.

Political opinion would be unrestricted.

We call upon the administration and Student Council to sponsor and adopt this plan.

By exhibiting, in this vital matter, its confidence in the College's student body, the administration could go a long way toward restoring the students' confidence in it.

COLLEGE RICH in 'Argufiers'

Columbia, Harvard, Yale... CCNY team encounters these universities and wins more often than.

The Debating Society through the years has achieved renown as one of the nation's best argufiers.

In the coming year it will represent the College several times on television and radio, and in the coming month when two debaters appear on the Martha Dean Hour, 10-15 to 11 a.m. WOR.

The duo will perform over WOR-TV at a later date. Stan Milstein and Harvey Rothway are the nominees of the Society, and they will support the FCC ban it gives to Columbia.

CANDIDATES
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City Is Review

By Ruth Pincell

A serious accident occurred last Tuesday at two o'clock. It stemmed from the fact that all lockers are so monotonously similar.

A hurried student mistook Leonard Lederman's locker CR. 4, South for his own.

To return it to someone at OP, we will replace it in Jenny's locker.

An accident nearly befell me last Saturday evening. The performance was adequate, but not too much can be said about the quality of the book. The plot concerns the trials and tribulations of the picture business, and we are unlikely to hear the recent "Joy to the World.

Theater's "Boy Meets Girl" lacked the vigor and originality of "Joy," however, and the acting in some places was a bit forced. The main difficulty seemed to be the failure of the actors to project themselves into their respective parts. A little more realism would have been helpful, but its opposite would be a more suitable solution.

Prof. Fritz Jacobs (Music) will conduct the College orchestra in an engagement of "On the Town," the program of music by Bernstein, Harris and Strausinsky. The concert will be held in the Townsend Harris Auditorium at 7:15 o'clock.

On the Town

"We really should get a pass as far as the feelings of the goodness of our student body are concerned, we'll do it for free--" said Borland. "What we really need is the student body that can afford the total attendance."

Borland's smooth, musical version of "On the Town" will be performed on Thursday evening.

Tickets for Thursday's show will be for sale at 7:15 o'clock, but only a few remain.

HAYING AN AFFAIR?

We have the inside scoop.

MAJESTIC FASTERY
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Miss Gladys Swarthout sings in GH

At Opening of Concert Series

Miss Gladys Swarthout gave what must be considered a rather mediocre performance by her standards, in the first of the Great Hall Concert Series Sunday night. She appeared nervous at the outset and by the time she had warmed to her task, too much of her program of twenty selections had been cut by the boards.

The attendance, like Miss Swarthout's vocalizing, was not what was anticipated. Only the orchestra was filled. In addition to the featured mezzo-soprano, the audience had a chance to hear a quartet of songs by contemporary American composers, two of whom, Celius Dougherty and John Taylor, were in the audience.

As for Miss Swarthout's selections, they were poorly chosen and the only really stirring thing she did was the Habanera from Carmen, which came in the very last number. Perhaps the future holds something better in store for Great Hall audiences, particularly since such acknowledged masters as Joseph Szigeti, Claudio Arrau and Wilhelm Kaper are scheduled to appear.

SC Sponsors Film Showings

Student Council will sponsor free College showings of prize-winning films every Thursday afternoon and evening.

The first of the series will be Wellesley, starring Marlene Dietrich, which will be shown in 25 Main from 3 to 5 p.m. and in a Hall from 7 to 9 p.m. Free presentations will include:

Shine (Nov. 10), Dreadful Night (Nov. 17), Red Skies and Midnight Sun.

Each film costs $25, out of the total Social Function committee allocation of $125. Plans call for making free movies a permanent feature of the College.

The Social Committee will also sponsor free dances every Wednesday afternoon in Knittle Lounge.

START SAT., NOV. 5th

The Brown-Siegenschmidt Course

Intensive Preparation for coming examination for: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS

COLLEGE GRANTERS LICENSE No. 1

**Record of Outstanding Success in Recent Examinations**

For Teachers Preparatory Classes and Licensed Teachers

Preparation for Oral-Interview Tests by Speech Experts

Mathematical Course in Examination Techniques

Recommended for Study of Various Subjects

With the tests taken by students

"A Course that gives confidence in the material at their disposal."

Sessions begin Saturday, November 5th

Group A meets 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Group B meets 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Academy Hall, 555 Broadway (c/o 14th St., N.Y.C.)

Abraham J. Brown

Siegenschmidt

LIT. 8-7350

Theodora 8-5258

Attend first session without obligation.
**Beaver Gridders Tackle Brooklyn Sat. Night**

Expect Record Crowd

At Annual Fall Clash

By Ben Zeldman

Past performances go out the window this Saturday night at Ebbets Field when the Brooklyn football team hooks up with the Red and Gold Kingsmen of Brooklyn College in the 22nd revival of the football World Series. Kick-off time is 8:30 p.m.

Both clubs are hungry for this one. Brooklyn, a minor powerhouse last season when they were a Bowl possibility, hasn't been up to snuff this year. The Kingsmen, with veteran stars in the lineup, have dropped decisions to NYU, Adelphi and Westminster, the last by a whopping 38-7 count. Frank Tusbridge's Beavers, after a glorious start against Sursumorra, have, for manifold reasons, been ineffective since then, losing to Calby, 33-14, New Haven, 27-14, and Wagner, 28-14. In between they managed to salvage a 11-12 victory over punchless Lowell.

**Scranton 'Miners' Top Beaver Quintet, 51-46**

In a tense duel, the Scranton Miners defeated the Beaver basketball team, 51-46 in the feature event of the Alumni Homecoming Program Saturday in the Main Gym.

The experienced operatives of the Miners, who only a week before had trounced the Washington Capitals by sixteen points, were outplayed throughout the contest, and only a quick succession of baskets in the closing minutes enabled them to eke out the victory. The Miners took the lead as the first quarter ended by a 12-11 count, but they were staved off by the Miners who rallied to lead at halftime 22-21. Outstanding play in the second half by Floyd Layne, Arnie Smith, Al Both and Eddie Wagner, either as a passer or as chief threat, could prove the deciding edge in the closing minutes to break the game wide open.

Boothers Tie Queens, 7-2, In Overtime

In a spirited contest the Beaver soccer team tied the Queens越好ers 7-2 Saturday at the Stadium. The game was poorly played with most of the action taking place in the final half. The Crownsmen tallied first on a goal by Jim Elsberry. However, the Queens forged back twice to capture the lead on successive goals by Will Gulan and Rocko Amore. A fluke goal by Duffy Fleischman knotted the count.

**BC Victors Since '43; Hold Series Edge 11 - 9**

By Dick Kaplan

Coach Frank Tusbridge may well go to the Bible for the locker-room sermon he delivers to his Beaver football team prior to the big game with Brooklyn College Saturday night, asking "how long, o Lord, how long before we can knock off BC?"

Eight times hand-running the Kingsmen have decimated Beaver elevens, assuming an 11-9 lead in the over-all standings and consuming three Beaver coaches, Leon Miller, Lou Gehbardt and Harold Parker. The last time a College squad toppled BC was in 1943, when the score was 22-6. Since then Brooklyn has tallied 280 points to 28 for the Lavender.

**Pleasure Bound**

**Berma Deck* Shirts**

BERMA-V

$3.50

Don't turn your stomach into a garbage can!

Quick and courteous service!

Clean environment at LANCER the Chemist

3397 Broadway at 130th St.

We are located at the east end of the corridor on the way to the Army Hall Library.

Students wearing WARELL DECK PICTURES may get these at center price.